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SCHEDULE OF COMING EVENTS

12 FEB-TRCS Meeting-Blues
16 FEB-USCGA Ship Trainer or O Flights
             (tentative)
19 FEB-TRCS Meeting
23 FEB-TRCS SAREX (tentative 0800-1300)
23 FEB-PT at USCGA (1500-1700)
26 FEB-TRCS Meeting

16 MAR-O Flights (tentative)
23 MAR-PT at USCGA (0800-1000)
23 MAR-TRCS SAREX (tentative 1100-1700)
23 MAR-CTWG Cadet Competition
MAR-TBD--SLS-Camp Niantic

27 APR-PT at USCGA (0800-1000)
26-27 APR-CTWG Encampment Staff Training

10 MAY, 2013-Ledyard A/S Night (Friday)

7-8 JUN-CTWG Encampment Staff Training

09 JUL-CTWG KC-10 O Flight (Tuesday) 
21 JUL0-03 AUG-NESA-Camp Atterbury, IN
27 JUL-CADET Ball-USCGA

10 AUG to17AUG-CTWG Encampment

CADET MEETING
05 February, 2013

submitted by
C/Maj Brendan Flynn

Capt Wojtcuk discussed the future of the
squadron with cadets. Cadets took turns
explaining  why they originally joined CAP and
how their goals have changed.

Lt Ray talked to cadets about the new, hands-on
Drug Demand Reduction Program.

Cadet flight staff lead a flight time session.

SENIOR MEETING
05 February, 2013

Submitted by
Capt Scot Farley

Seniors were involved in a number of activities.

Reports for the CTWG Staff meeting were
assembled by those responsible.

The Airborne Photography training using a
Nikon D90 consisted of setting the clock,
clarifying which cables are needed for different
operations.  Next week's lessons will be on
using RoboGeo to mark photographs.

Planning continued for the 23 February
Squadron SAREX with a focus on aircrew
qualification.  Ground team participation is still
under consideration.
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AEROSPACE CURRENT EVENTS

Aerospace Speaker at 143rd
12 February, 2013

Dr. Sherra Kerns, internationally renowned
Engineer and Space Electronics expert and 2013
NAE Gordon Award co-recipient will be speaking
at the 143rd Composite Squadron meeting on
Tuesday, the 12th of February.  Dr. Kerns will also
present C/2dLt Rebecca Lange with her Mitchell
certificate.

AEROSPACE CURRENT EVENTS

MATERIALS IN AEROSPACE
“Sharkskin Coatings”

When you are high up on the food chain and your
prey is swift, speed helps fill the belly.
Aerodynamics is just a sub-discipline of
hydrodynamics and aero engineers have noted that
the sharp scales of the shark reduce frictional drag.
A  number of experiments have been conducted to
see if a “sharkskin-like surface is an efficacious
skin for aircraft.

The application of rough surfaces to decrease the
coefficient of drag seems contradictory since one
would think a smooth surface is more “slippery.”
However, a certain speeds, a rough surface 

Several Airbus aircraft have been used to run
experiments which explore the manifold mysteries
of skin friction.  The dearth of a strong theoretical
underpinning in the field results in a reliance on
empirical data, the accumulation of which depends
upon real world testing.

A number of problems have arisen in attempting to
use “shark skin”  surfaces in aerodynamic
applications.  First, the best texture must be
determined.  Next, the material must be durable
resisting both weather erosion (hail and wind
borne particles), ultraviolet (solar) degradation,
chemical actions (fuel and deicers) and mechanical
shock from foreign objects.  Resistance to dirt is
also important in order to preserve the optimum

texture.  In addition, it must be cost efficient,
both in manufacture, application, and upkeep.
As the price of fuel rises, the benefits of drag
reduction increase.

Special skins are not new to aircraft.  The editor
once checked a chip of paint off an SR-71 and
determined that it had magnetic properties.  The
coating on the B-2 is so delicate that it it
requires special treatments after each flight.
The few bases which handle the aircraft have
special hangars which are equipped to function
as a kind of “beauty salon” for the beast.

Golf ball have dimples and the dimpling
technique has been used on racing yacht hulls.
But dirt or marine growth can degrade the
performance.  Suits for competitive swimmers
make claims for improved performance based
upon the special properties of the fabric
Apparently roughing a surface can cut drag by
reducing the turbulence near the boundary
layer..

An then of course there is the sharkskin coat.  It
won' t help you run faster to escape a mugger
but you can conceal a short barreled shotgun
slung on a rope in case the assailant gets too
close!

  MATERIALS IN AEROSPACE
“Lithium-Ion”

Boeing has run into trouble with its new 787
Dreamliner.  The revolutionary aircraft, the first
major airliner to use composite materials as
primary parts of the airframe, has been
grounded due to two fires involving lithium-ion
batteries. 

Lithium-ion batteries can be a fire hazard.  A
UPS Boeing 747 crashed in Dubai when the
crew was overcome by smoke cause by fire in a
cargo of lithium-ion batteries.  Before the ANA
inflight fire in Japan and the JAL ground fire in
Boston, both airlines have reported a number of
times batteries have been replaced for various
reasons.

Boeing was allowed to use the batteries in the



new 787 when it designed special safeguards
required by the FAA.  

The company decided to use the battery since the
new airliner required large amounts of electrical
power and the lithium-ion battery has more energy
per unit weight than competing batteries.

Boeing hopes that the investigation concludes
quickly and the 50 grounded airliners are released
for flight.  They are continuing to produce the
aircraft but expect to take some monetary losses
due to the fires. 

Ironically, at the same time, the International Air
Transport Association which represents US
carriers which fly internationally won an
exemption to the rules on flying certain Li-O
batteries as cargo in passenger aircraft.

Aircraft batteries up to 77 pounds may be shipped
although Li-O batteries greater than 11 pounds are
prohibited!  The batteries in the Boeing 787
weight 63 pounds each.

The airlines want the exception so that they can
swiftly move aircraft batteries to a grounded
airliner and it is often faster to use a passenger
carrying aircraft.

Some experts question the exemption.  Chesley
Sullenberger, Captain of the Airbus which
successfully ditched in the Hudson River, stated
that he would not be comfortable flying an aircraft
with Li-O battery cargo due to the potential for a
high intensity fire.

MATERIALS IN AEROSPACE
Ceramics

AIRBORNE LASERS ARE BACK

The USAF and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency ended its airborne laser project in
the winter of 2012 after 16 years and five billion
dollars in expenses.

Boeing NKC-135A was
used in airborne laser tests
from 1975 to 1984.

Boeing 747-400F
used in follow-up

tests was retired to
AMARC in 2012.

(USAF Photo)

However, a novel new laser design has
resurrected interest in using airborne lasers as
weapons.  The major problem with using
continuous beam lasers is that they overheat.
Cooling them requires refrigeration units which
add weight and complexity.

Lasers can use solid state or fluid materials in
which the molecules are boosted to high
energies.  Solid state lasers are generally more
powerful but the heat developed requires
pulsing rather than a steady beam operation.

Many years ago, the Editor was involved in a
project in which a relatively low power laser to
range satellites at distances on the order of
distances of hundreds  of miles.  The laser was
a ruby rod type and fired two shots each
minute.  Cooling was a problem solved by
fastening the station vacuum cleaner to the laser
mount and blowing air through the tube!

White Sands Laser

Laser Control Panels

One of the  new 150 kW laser which DARPA is
studying for its High Energy Area Defense
System uses a proprietary ceramic combined
and a liquid which has the same angle of
refraction as the laser mirrors.  The liquid
dissipates heat while operating and reduces the 



necessity for complex external cooling.

Israel is also involved in the laser weapon field as
part of its missile defense system.  The lower
energy lasers under consideration would, if
successfully developed, be used to counter threats
such as drones, small craft, missiles, and artillery
shells.

However, the laser is not a panacea weapon, a
weapon for all seasons.  Laser efficiency demands
good visibility, free of obscuring dust or water
vapor.   One waits to see the results of the new test
and the anticipated price of developing and
deploying these weapons.

AEROSPACE HISTORY

 NUMBER SEVEN IN THE SERIES ON
DEFUNCT AIRLINES

The last series of notes on defunct airlines were
British.  Let us not neglect the Commonwealth of
Canada.

Coastwatcher's recent research into airline history
seem to indicate that the names come and go but
acquisitions and mergers and takeovers seem to
provide a paths for equipment and personnel to
continue flying.

Norcanair

Norcanair's first operated for the three decades
between 1947 and 1987.  Its predecessor was
M&C Aviation, a Saskatchewan  bush flying outfit
formed in the mid '30s.  The Second World War
led to government work overhauling training
aircraft.

Two pictures of the Bristol 170 flown by
Norcanair.  Note the light aircraft stowed in the

170 in the next photo.

After the war, the Saskatchewan government
purchased their assets and formed a crown
corporation, Saskatchewan Government
Airways (SGA) which operated until 1965,
some 18 years.  

The Liberals (centrist) replaced the  New
Democratic Socialist Party (center left) in 1964
which led tot the privatization of SGA which
was named North Canada Air or Norcanair.
Norcanair used a wide variety of equipment and
offered both a provincial scheduled service and
charter.  The Dehavilland Beaver and Otter,
Beech 18, and DC-3 part of their early fleet and
as they expanded, larger aircraft were acquired:
the turboprop Embraer Bandeirante, Fairchild
F-27, and turbojet Fokker F28.  The F28 was
used internationally flying from Regina to
Minneapolis-St. Paul.

In 1987, Time Air absorbed Norcanair.  Time
Air itself was originally Lethbridge Air
Services.  In 1993, it merged with Ontario
Express to form Canadian Regional Airlines.
In turn, in 2000 Canadian Regional Airlines,
Air  BC, Ontario Air, and Air Nova were
a c q u i r e d b y A i r C a n a d a R e g i o n a l ,
amalgamated, and in 2002, rebranded as Air
Canada Jazz.

All in all, there are about 90 defunct Canadian
Airlines, from Aeropro to Zoom, so be careful
where you invest your Loonies.

GIMLI AGAIN!-AIRCRAFT FACTORY

The recent feature on aircraft suffering fuel
exhaustion mentioned the Gimli Glider, an Air
Canada Boeing 767 which glided to a more of



less successful landing at the former RCAF station
at Gimli, Manitoba.

Sources are unclear about the status of the airport
but apparently some of it was closed off and used
for auto racing events.  The 767 landed on a track
used by cars and damaged its nose gear when it
struck a railing.

Interestingly, the Saunders Aircraft Company was
located in Gimli and one of its products was a
conversion of the Dehavilland DH-114   Heron.
The Heron was a four engined regional airliner,
developed from the twin engined Dove and
originally came with non-retractable landing gear
and rather small engines; 250 HP gipsy Queens
and later, 290 HP Lycomings.

A Saunders ST-27 dressed in Voyageur Airlines
livery.  Voyageur Airlines is not defunct!  The
aircraft reposes in the Bush Plane Heritage

Museum in Sault Ste. Marie.

Prinair, the Puerto Rican carrier operated the
largest fleet of Herons, some 28 aircraft, bearing a
common livery design but with wildly varied
colors.

Saunders modified the Heron into a twin engined
turboprop using the Pratt & Whitney PT-6 and a
stretched fuselage.

The Manitoba government invested some 52
million dollars  in 1971 but withdrew support in
1976 causing the enterprise to fold after the
production of 12 ST-27s.  In efforts to save the
company, an ST-28 prototype was build,
supported by Hawker-Siddeley, incorporating
improvements in the original design but no orders
resulted.  The prototype ST-28  is said to be in
derelict condition and stored in a facility owned by

the Western Canada Aviation Museum.

COL STIDSEN WINS CHALLENGE

The last issue of the Coastwatcher mentioned a
coming article on World  War II “Lend-Lease”
and provided a list of nine U.S. aircraft supplied
under the program but identified by the names
given to them by the British.  The challenge
was to supply the US names for the aircraft.
CTWG IG LtCol Carl Stidsen responded almost
immediately with a correct list which he stated
was off the top of his head which is,
incidentally, attached to the body of one Carl
Stidsen, Research Librarian at the John W.
Ramsey Library of the New England Air
Museum.  Here are his answers.  Italicized
notes are supplied by The Coastwatcher.

Canso Consolidated PBY Catalina
Martlet` Grumman F4F Wildcat
Dakota Douglas C-47 Skytrain
Harvard North American AT-6 Texan

(NA-16 was named Harvard I)
Crane Cessna UC-78 Bobcat
Maryland Martin A-22
Kittyhawk Curtiss P-40C Warhawk
Tarpon Grumman TBF/TBM Avenger
Boston Douglas A029/DB-7 Havoc

For his quick and accurate reply, Col Stidsen
would have been awarded, if it existed, the
Order of the Acute Observer, a medal fashioned
from 2024-T3 aluminum in the shape of a
blood-shot eyeball.  The medal would be
suspended from a swatch of Air Force Blue
Irish linen cut from the wing of a Fokker D.VII
shot down by Eddie Rickenbacker.  For those
who remember, “Air Force Blue” is “the blue
from the sky and a pretty girl's eye and a touch
of Old Glory too.”

Answers were also submitted by SM David
Meers and Atty. Bernard Steadman.  SM Meers
discovered that the NA-16, a fixed wing
ancestor of the AT-6 had been built, delivered,
and named Harvard I.


